New York Counterpoint Clarinet Tape Ensemble
adrián sandí, clarinet - new york counterpoint was commissioned by the fromm music foundation for
clarinetist richard stoltzman. it was composed during the summer of 1985. […] the piece is a continuation of
the ideas found in vermont counterpoint (1982), where a the pre-production process of new york
counterpoint for ... - new york counterpoint for clarinet and tape (1985) is a mixed music composition,
without electronic treatment, in which the interpreter records all the parts himself. richard nunemaker
clarinet, bass clarinet walter cosand, piano - school of music new york counterpoint is written for eleven
clarinets, including at times three bass clarinets. ten clarinet parts are pre-recorded by the soloist who then
performs the eleventh part live with the recording. 12. reich - new york counterpoint - movement ii - new
york in the 1960s including philip glass and terry riley. history of new york counterpoint • new york
counterpoint was written in 1985 as part of a series of works in which reich explores “counterpoint”; other
works in the series feature flute and electric guitar. 12. reich - new york counterpoint - movement ii - in
fact, to one instrument, the clarinet, albeit utilising two different types, the normal bb clarinet and the bass
clarinet. to simplify things further there is only one performer who ... new york counterpoint is a good example
of reich’s harmonic approach to composition in the following ways:- • the harmony is essentially diatonic.
new!: bruce curlette, clarinet - digitalcommons.cedarville - william bruce curlette, clarinet assisted by
beth cram porter, soprano and sandra yang, lecturer april 5, 20 1 1 , 7:00 p.m. new! new york counterpoint
sandra yang, lecturer steve reich (b. 1936) behind corneal gates ..... david morneau beth cram porter, soprano
(b. 1975) clarinet diploma repertoire list - trinitycollege - 27. persichetti parable for solo clarinet elkanvogel 28. powers sea/air allegro/oup archive 29. reich new york counterpoint (clarinet and tape) boosey 30.
scelsi ixor salabert 31. sciarrino let me die before i wake ricordi 32. shaw concerto for clarinet campbell
connelly 33. smith 5 pieces for clarinet alone universal 34. truman state university 2012 new music
festival - new york counterpoint new york counterpoint was commissioned by the fromm music foundation for
clarinetist richard stoltzman. it was composed during the summer of 1985. the piece is a continuation of the
ideas found in vermont counterpoint (1982), where a soloist plays against a pre-recorded tape of him or her
self. in new york a mutual influence: solo and chamber works for clarinet by ... - stressing the
importance of exercises in counterpoint and harmony was the basic principle of his teaching. for example, to
be admitted into his theory and composition programs ... clarinet, cello, and piano; a trio for oboe, clarinet, and
bassoon; a quartet for clarinet, violin, ... new york: greenwood press, 1991. richards, guy. dma recital
program - musicweb.ucsd - minutes. the piece is a continuation of the ideas found in vermont counterpoint
(1982), where as soloist plays against a pre-recorded tape of him or her self. in new york counterpoint the
soloist pre-records ten clarinet and bass clarinet parts and then plays a ﬁnal 11th part live against the tape.
steve reich, bang on a can, london sinfonietta & synergy ... - steve reich, bang on a can, london
sinfonietta & synergy vocals royal festival hall saturday 31 october, 8pm reich clapping music 4’ reich electric
counterpoint 14.42’ reich sextet 28’ bang on a can/steve reich with talujon percussion quartet david cossin
percussion dominick donato percussion david friend piano/keyboard thomas kolor ... guest artist recital:
kevin schempf, clarinet - new york counterpoint steve reich (b. 1936) kevin schempf is associate professor
of clarinet at bowling green state university, solo clarinetist with the pittsburgh new ... mr. schempf played
second and eb clarinet with the syracuse symphony orchestra for nine years, appearing as a concerto soloist
on several occasions. program for june 5, 2011 performance at club beethoven in ... - new york
counterpoint james t shields (live and digital) igor stravinsky elegy for solo viola elzbieta weyman ... the
principal clarinet of the new mexico symphony juilliard school (bm 2006, clarinet performance) where he
studied with ricardo morales, the principal clarinet of
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